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Editor-in-Chief Note

ew year, new school delivery method. On December 22nd, 2021, students were informed
that we would be returning to an online format for the beginning of the Spring semester,

hoping to be back in person by January 21st, 2022; however, students were also told to prepare for both
online and in-person instruction, leaving certainty up in the air. Aside from this, I hope you all had an
enjoyable holiday break and are ready to start a new semester. Our December/January edition includes
information on climate change and sustainability written by our science and news columnists. Edward
discusses renewable energy in Alberta, while Rebecca discusses the COP 26 Climate Change Conference.
We also included holiday and New Year-themed articles and activities! I’m pleased to say that The Meliorist
also received several freelance submissions for this edition, including poetry and visual art from C. Madria
Steven, an article by Sorcha Deheer that delves into Lethbridge’s history and dissects some of the social
phenomena that occurred in the 90s, and “A Diary of a Student” by M. Lee that gives a humorous and
relatable account of what the student experience is like throughout the semester.
Happy year of the tiger! Best of luck in the new year and new semester

Kianna Turner
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EIC Book Recommendations
by Kianna Turner
The Art of Living: The Classical Manual on Virtue, Happiness, and Effectiveness
An interpretation of Epictetus by Sharon Lebell

The wisdom in this book tackles a variety of life’s
challenges. Epictetus (55-135 AD/CE) is one of my favourite
philosophers. Lebell provides an interpretation of Epictetus’s
teachings in a straightforward manner. “The Art of Living”
provides a daily dose of Stoic philosophy that is short, digestible, and has practical applications to modern life. While it
may be tempting to read multiple chapters at once due to this,
I recommend that you read only a chapter or two each day,
then try to reflect and apply them to your life instead of rushing
through.

A Discovery of Witches
Deborah Harkness
I was initially introduced to the All Souls trilogy by seeing ads online for the television show “A Discovery of Witches,”
eventually leading me to watch the series. I found the show so
captivating that I wanted to delve deeper into the plot by reading
the books during the summer. In short, this story is filled with
romance, drama, and magic! Deborah Harkness has an engaging
and descriptive writing style that pulls the reader into her mythical world of witches, vampires, and daemons.

4 DECEMBER 2021
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Games
C. Madria Steven

Where there is magic

Soft hearts are beaten down

Lingers good and bad heirs

And expected to stay so sweet.

In the same middle lands

But how can one start a fire

Where angels and demons

With starvation and downpour?

Lash at each other alike...

A fire can’t be born unless it breathes first.

Where is the true king

Pulling in multiple directions

Who delivers peace

Ever only leads to a standstill.

For longer than seconds

And those who want lauding

Or minutes or days?

Are not great at all.

Where is that as a reality?

In fact, they always fall short.

Large clocks smash down,

“So what is greatness?” You ask,

Harshly hitting pavement,

As if you don’t know.
How was I to know the dangers

Glass shattered and glass scattered,

Lurking in every gem you offered?

Hours and minutes frayed and stuck,
Bearing repetitions of monotones.

Anyone can throw stones
That cut another’s throat.

Who has to wait still?

Rare is the one who grows flowers amid the

What is waiting actively?

desert.

Dark and light spirits war,

It is obvious that the way to lose our strength

Both swirling side by side,

Is to crow along with ravens.

Hitting the ground nonetheless.
For they swallow their food whole
We are all just tiny little leafs,

And deplete their own dignity.

Wondering where our safety is.

They never end in triumph.

We stand amid the battles,

Yet the games haunt us all,

Screaming blindly

Living almost timelessly.

And crying loudly.
They knock us down
We want to be found, healed

And keep on trodding,

And kept warm and safe.

Regardless if we fall or rise.

But how can we do that

The only way to win the game

Wielding swords or weapons

Is to work well and secretly.

And uttering words of poison?
6 DECEMBER 2021
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Departing Not
By C. MADRIA STEVEN

When we dream,
Diamonds begin to fall from the sky,
Holding clouds,
Sparkling for even the saddest eyes.
Without wind,
You'll hold clouds in the palms of your hands
And leave here,
Where the butterflies are but dead leaves.
Skeletons
Aimlessly flying close to the ground,
Not soaring
Or showing off their colors of spring.
I am tired
And my voice is hoarse from screaming doubts.
But still yet,
My dreams don't tire from asking for help.
Naturally,
I'll only seek out the best places.
8 DECEMBER 2021
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TIS THE SEASON OF
HOLIDAYS:

A Look Into The Different Celebrations
B y H A N S L AT E R

INTRODUCTION

T

It is also important to note that differing opinions
and ideas will be explored in this article, this is not

he holiday season is upon us. It is time

meant to denounce the religious importance of

to be festive and respectful. When we

these stories and religious holidays to their respec-

think about the holiday season, most

tive religions.

people think and look forward to their respective
holidays that they practice. Things like Hanukkah,

Hanukkah
Hanukkah usually begins on the 25th of

Diwali, Yule, and Christmas are all events that

Kislev, the Hebrew calendar, which falls sometime

come to mind around this time of year. No matter

in November or December. It is often referred to

what the holiday is, the festive season is a popular

as the Festival of Lights, perhaps this is associated

time of the year that many look forward to. What

with the lighting of the menorah. According to the

are the origins of these holidays though? How were

Talmud, one of Judaism’s most central texts, Judah

they formed? Why were they formed? Now, this

Maccabee and the other Jewish people who took

will be done with the utmost respect when dis-

part in the rededication of the Second Temple after

cussing these inquiries because of the religious and

it was sacked by Antiochus IV witnessed what they

cultural connotations. I will be analyzing the afore-

believed to be a miracle (Onion, Sullivan & Mullen,

mentioned holidays and their historical origins as

2009). Antiochus IV was the ruler of the Seleu-

well as their religious stories.

cid Empire of Helenistic Syria from 175-164 BCE
(Volkmann, 2021). Judah Maccabee and the other
Jewish people that refused to convert to Grecian
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culture rededicated the Second Temple with the un-

A story of overcoming oppression and celebrating

tainted oil; however, there was only enough untaint-

those who liberated and protected the Jewish people.

ed olive oil to keep the menorah’s candles burning for
a single day. The flames, regardless of the limited oil,

DIWALI

flickered for eight nights. This left them them time to
find a fresh supply. This wondrous event inspired the

The story and history behind Diwali is

Jewish sages to proclaim a yearly eight-day festival.

steeped in Hindu culture and a lively festival at that.

(Onion, Sullivan, & Mullen, 2009). Some modern

The name is derived from the Sanskrit term di-

historians offer a different interpretation of the

pavali, meaning row of lights. Sanskrit is an ancient

Hanukkah tale. Jerusalem under Antiochus IV had

form of writing originating from the Middle East in

erupted into civil war between two camps of Jewish

1700-1200 BCE. Diwali is associated with Hindu-

people: those who had assimilated into the domi-

ism, Jainism, and Sikhism. It typically lasts for five

nant Greek and Syrian culture; and those who were

days from the 13th day of the dark half of the lunar

determined to keep their Jewish laws and traditions.

month Ashvina to the second day of the light half of

The traditionalists won, with the Hasmonean Dy-

the lunar month Karttika. These months usually fall

nasty (140 BCE - 37 BCE)—led by Judah Maccabee’s

in late October and November when we associate it

brother and his descendants—wresting control of the

with the Gregorgian calendar, or more commonly re-

Land of Israel from the Seleucids and maintaining an

ferred to as the universal calendar that many use and

independent kingdom. Scholars have also suggest-

follow today. There are various forms of traditions

ed that the first Hanukkah may have been a belated

associated with each religious branch, but many of

celebration of Sukkot, which the Jewish people didn’t

them light oil lamps to invite the warmth and good

have the chance to observe during the Maccabean

fortune of the goddess Lakshmi. Each day of Diwali

Revolt. One of the religion’s most important holidays, has a name and an associated event. The first day,
Sukkot, consists of seven days of feasting, prayer

known as Dhanteras, is dedicated to cleaning homes

and festivities (Onion, Sullivan, & Mullen, 2009).

and purchasing small items of gold. Lakshmi is the

This, of course, is based on historical evidence found

focus of worship on that day. The second day, called

onsite at these ancient locations and documentation.

Naraka Chaturdashi or Choti Diwali, commemo-

Regardless, Hanukkah is a beloved celebration of Ju-

rates Krishna’s destruction of Narakasura; prayers

daism and is a symbol of victory for the Jewish faith.

are also offered for the souls of ancestors. On the
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third day, Lakshmi Puja, families seek blessings

time, and it is a beautiful way to celebrate the new

from Lakshmi to ensure their prosperity; light

year with friends and family.

diyas (oil lamps), candles, and fireworks, and visit

CHRISTMAS/YULE

temples. It is the main day of the Diwali festival.
The fourth day, known as Goverdhan Puja, Balipratipada, or Annakut, commemorating Krishna’s

We come to one of our final and largest hol-

defeat of Indra, the king of the gods, is also the first

idays celebrated throughout the world. Christmas is

day of Karttika and the start of the new year in the

a very popular holiday celebrated in December on

Vikrama (Hindu) calendar. The fifth day, called Bhai

the 25th according to the Gregorian calendar. It is

Dooj, Bhai Tika, or Bhai Bij, celebrates the bond

typically associated with the Christian faith. Now,

between brothers and sisters. On that day, sisters

hopefully, you would have noticed that I have put

pray for the success and well-being of their brothers

Yule in the title of this next section. Yule is a holiday

( Encyclopedia Britannica, 2020). This celebration is

celebrated around the winter solstice, the 21st of

very family focussed and community-based within

December, and is typically associated with the Wic-

the Hindu, Jain, and Sikh traditions. It is based on

can faith. Why have I lumped these two holidays

exchanging gifts and wishing each other well in the

together? They seem to be vastly different. However,

new year. There also appear to be various reasons

that is not the case. Let us go all the way back to

for religious groups to celebrate Diwali. For Jainism,

Rome in 63 BCE when the Romans had conquered

it is to commemorate the liberation and enlighten-

the Jewish holy land, Israel. Undisturbed by the

ment of Mahavira, the most recently known Tirt-

change of ruling, the Jewish people continued to

hankaras (victor), from the cycle of life and death

practice their faith, and Jesus and his disciples (fol-

(Encyclopedia Britannica, 2020). These ideas and

lowers) made up one sundry of the many branches

rituals have been passed down for centuries, long

of Judaism (Feldman, 1997). Jesus would become

into the Bronze Age (3300-1200 BCE) and remain

associated with one of the fastest-growing religious

one of the most celebrated holidays in most parts

faiths that his disciples would create (Feldman,

of India. What their historical origins may be, I am

1997).

unsure, as it is unclear as to where this holiday may
have originated from. Regardless, it is a tale as old as

12 DECEMBER 2021

Jesus would become associated with one of the fast-

Druids of the Celts believed that mistletoe held mag-

est-growing religious faiths that his disciples would

ical powers (Cacha, 1980). The use of a Yule log was

create (Feldman, 1997). Eventually, civil unrest

during feasts of Yuletide, and the log was believed

broke out under the oppression of the Romans, and

to hold magical powers within the ashes once burnt

66 CE saw a rebellion of the Jewish civilians. The

and from the dripping candle wax (Cacha, 1980).

leaders of these insurgent corps were often referred

All of these symbolic ideas from Yule were adapted

to as "kings" or "messiahs"—as many claimed to be

into Christian traditions once missionaries made

the Jewish Messiah. In Judaism, the Messiah often

their way north during the early Middle Ages. Now,

was (and is) understood to be a political leader who

this is not to dissuade or diminish Christmas tradi-

will usher in Jewish sovereignty and world peace

tions for those who celebrate, but rather it is a key

(Christians later transformed this Jewish concept so

insight into where their traditions originated from

that the Messiah became God incarnate) (Feldman,

and why they were adapted in this way. The crown of

1997). This is where we get the association of Jesus

thorns on Jesus when he died was believed to have

being a Messiah in the context of the Christian faith,

holly attached to it, holly in the Yule tradition of

as Jesus became labelled a Messiah and the Romans

the Saxons, was used to symbolize the rebirth of the

viewed him as a political threat. They likely crucified

sun (Cacha, 1980). The burning of the Yule log with

him after capturing him during this rebellion. These

candles lit on it during feasting, having an open fire

are the origins of Christianity becoming a religious

during Christmas feasts. Homes are decorated with

practice, but what does this have to do with Yule

holly, evergreen, and mistletoe. The reality is, much

and Christmas? Well, Yule was being celebrated in

of Christmas traditions have pagan origins, and this

Northern Europe around this time. Spirits of the

is not a bad thing but rather a demonstration of how

dead were often remembered, evergreen symbolizes

interconnected we all are during the holiday season.

eternal life, and the Scandanavians would light mass
bonfires to honour the rebirth of the sun, and the
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CONCLUSION
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Diary of a
student
By M. LEE
ENTRY 1:

recent semesters. Additionally, it seems that

THE START OF THE SEMESTER

most law schools only look at the four most
recent semesters when judging applicants; this

I

want to begin with the preface that I am tak-

may be a great boon to me if I can maintain my

ing this course to ensure I am in five courses

more recent levels of academic achievement.

for the current semester. My options at the time

One thing I do not know regarding law schools

of enrollment were slim, and realistically had

is the emphasis they place on non-academic

that not been the case, I likely would not be

achievement and extracurriculars. The second

here. Having said that, I have no intention of

path I am considering is a postgraduate degree

just coasting through the course. I recognize

in industrial/organizational psychology. I have

this as an opportunity to make myself a more

read some books on the subject, but I do not

valuable and appealing candidate for employ-

know as much about how grad school applica-

ment in the future.

tions function. From what I have gathered, most
ENTRY 2:

institutions only examine the four most recent

#GOALS

semesters for academic ability. I do not have any

Our class discussions have made me

research experience yet, but I aim to remedy

think about what I aim to achieve with my cur-

that problem next semester as I have some lined

rent education. As it stands, I have two possible

up with a psychology professor at the universi-

avenues that I am considering. The first is the

ty. Another possible resource will arrive at the

pursuit of a career in law. I looked into this a

university next year in the form of a psychology

few semesters ago; it seems like an achievable

professor specializing in I/O psych.

goal. My GPA currently sits at 3.4, but it is likely
to rise as I have been getting better grades in
16 DECEMBER 2021

ENTRY 3:

class, someone from the career bridge spoke to us

FUTURE PLANS?

about resume building and made some statements
that conflicted directly with what was discussed

One thing that worries me with both possible

in early career development. The presenter actu-

pursuits is that if I get accepted and complete the

ally advocated for including an interest section,

schooling, what if I dislike the careers afforded

although the "no interest section" line of thinking

to me? I have recently contacted some lawyers

seems more logical to me. She also touched on

working in Lethbridge to discuss what their career

including references, arguing that having them in-

is like. This will inform my decisions, hopefully

dicates to potential employers that you are serious

ensuring I make the correct one for me. This prob-

about the application; this is one point that I'm

lem is more difficult to solve on the I/O psych side

torn on since there are strong arguments for and

of things as there is a broader spectrum of career

against doing so. Overall, I am pleased with the

possibilities with that education. In any case, the

course content and its delivery, especially given the

proposition of graduating is stressful, and there are

circumstances so far. Hopefully, COVID and the

often times that I wish I could remain a perpetual

university's COVID-related policies don't ruin the

student here. Having said that, I know it would get

rest of the semester.

old, and I'd only feel as though I had wasted my
potential.

ENTRY 5:
HALFWAY THERE
ENTRY 4:

CONFLICTING INFORMATION

What has happened since I last wrote a reflection
journal entry? Definitely some stuff. Why did I

We discussed resumes. Here I learned my resume

allow myself to forget about it until you mentioned

is essentially useless in its current form for my cur-

it in class today? I’m irresponsible. Is time real?

rent goals, which makes sense as it has been geared

Depends on who you ask and what their cultural

toward short-term unskilled employment up until

assumptions surrounding time are.

this point. I made several changes including the
deletion of my interest section to revising and simplifying what remained. Interestingly, in another
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in these decisions.

ENTRY 6:
REFLECTIONS ON CLASS PRESENTIONS

ENTRY 7:
THE JOYS OF GROUP WORK

One presenter spoke to us about equity and
diversity. This presentation coincided with my HR

I have found some of my group members to

studies covering the same topic. While I agree with

be somewhat grating (what a great opportunity to

the theory, I am unsure of the actual application of

practice for future employment). I have had to adapt

such practices. That's not to say that I am against

my approach to teamwork to be slightly more… I

making efforts to make the workplace, or world,

guess combative or argumentative in order to com-

more comfortable for people of all backgrounds.

pensate for these individuals' domineering tenden-

I suppose she alluded to the question I had when

cies, so that was an interesting test. I have also had

she discussed the token hiring of employees, but

some team members who seemed to be on the other

the difference still seems very vague to me. For

end of that spectrum. In this case, I tried to specif-

instance, if a company decides to hire someone of a

ically ask them about what they thought about the

specific race, isn't that just the introduction of a new

problems. This went one of two ways: either they

bias? Wouldn't it make more sense to design hiring

seemed appreciative and offered their thoughts and

systems that remove all bias so you actually hire the

opinions, or they looked at me like I had betrayed

people most suited to the position? For instance,

them by asking them to think. I think my approach

a system that removes the names and identifying

may need some fine-tuning to get optimal results

information about applicants seems like a better

from the second response, but honestly, I got the

choice than specifically seeking out a certain demo-

impression that this individual expected to coast by

graphic of employees. Having said that, I don't have

just mumbling responses like no one would notice.

firsthand experience with hiring, and I imagine that
efforts to compensate for past biases play a large role

18 DECEMBER 2021

ENTRY 8:
WANING MOTIVATION

attend one of my professor's academic article discussion labs. Based on my previous university years,
these opportunities are not very common, so I

It feels like I just wrote the previous one of these. I'm

decided it was a worthwhile trade-off. Plus, I like to

at that point in every semester where my workload

consider myself a real social fella. Ya know, kissing

isn't quite enough to keep me focused on school,

hands and shaking babies, I'm all about that stuff.

but all the work I do have is critical to my success.

Maybe I should be a politician.

Compounding this problem is my waning motivation. If this were an organizational behaviour or HR
course, I would give you a lovely spiel on burnout

ENTRY 10:
WRAPPING UP THE SEMESTER

and all the fun ways to prevent it. However, instead
of an informative seminar, you will be subjected to

Those HR guys and the class discussions

my thoughts and feelings on the last few weeks of

following their presentation concerned me. Is the

classes. I'd like to begin with the corporate branding

UofL administration terrible? I'm already general-

exercise we did. Why did we do it? I suppose you

ly displeased with the services I receive here, but I

could apply corporate branding theory to your own

don't know if that is just the way most universities

image. I think this applies to people's online pres-

run or if this is unique to the Uleth administration.

ence in particular. Although I'm not very active on

The academic advisors are, for the most part, use-

social media, I make sure that all my public profiles

less. Also, someone told me how much we pay Mike

contain minimal personal information. I ensure it

Mahon! I mean, I'm sure his position takes skill and

is something I wouldn't feel uncomfortable show-

intelligence but damn. There's also that lady that

ing my grandma. Having said that, I could prob-

embezzled a bunch of money, so it seems to me that

ably show my grandma damn near anything, and

corruption is alive and well in the bureaucracy of

it wouldn't matter five seconds later because she'd

Uleth. I'm aware that this journal entry has been

forget.

very nonsensical, and I apologize for that. I'm not

ENTRY 9:
SKIPPING CLASS...

sorry enough to alter my work though. Maybe I'll
get really good at writing in a weird train of thought
style. That way, when my world inevitably collapses

I would talk about my experiences in the
second round of interviews; unfortunately I missed

around me, I'll be able to document it in an engaging and whimsical manner.

them. I do feel that the choice I made that day to
miss class was justified as I had been invited to
JANUARY 2022 19

ALBERTA PAVES THE WAY FOR
RENEWABLE ENERGY IN CANADA
B y E D WA R D H S I A N G

A

s concerns over Alberta’s oil industry
and the impact of global warming are
in the spotlight, ‘Greengate Power &

Copenhagen Infrastructure Partners’ have begun
the construction of the Travers Solar Project,
slated to be one of the largest solar farms in North
America. It will the largest of almost a dozen solar
projects being constructed in southern Alberta
with a projected cost of over 100 million dollars,
and will be capable of producing 465-megawatts
of power (enough to power 150,000 homes)
annually for it’s 35+ year lifespan (Government of
Alberta, 2021).

Greengate chief executive officer Dan Balaban
called the finalization of the plans a “true winwin for both the environment and the economy”
referring to both the 472,000 tonnes of greenhouse gas emissions being offset annually when
compared to fossil fuel sources as well as the
generation of local jobs and landowner payments
(Journal of Commerce, 2021). Many might be
concerned however over the sheer size of the
endeavor, which spans 3,300 consecutive acres
of land, despite the company doing its due diligence in field studies covering wildlife, vegetation,
and wetland mapping back in 2017. So just how
much of an environmental “win” is this transition
towards solar power?

20 DECEMBER 2021

Solar Panels generate current using Photovoltaic

however on the project website, nor the gov-

(PV) technology. Photons of light hit PV arrays

ernment of Alberta project page as to what will

and cause a chain reaction of moving electrons

happen after the 35+ year lifespan of the solar

within a PV cell. By lining these cells together,

array. “We are not equipped to properly recycle

a strong direct current of constant voltage is

metals and minerals we use in our daily lives,

produced. One main environmental concern

let alone the massive mineral boom coming up

of solar energy is the upfront cost required to

with the energy transition demand (EV cars,

fabricate these PV arrays. Quartz, which must

wind, solar, storage),” says Ugo Lapointe, the

be mined from the earth, is processed into solar

Canadian program co-ordinator of Mining

grade silicon, which is then combined with

Watch Canada, and large-scale recycling centers

other materials at incredibly high heats to gener-

have only begun to pop up in the U.S. in 2018

ate silicon semi-conductor wafers, encapsulated

(National Observer, 2020). Looking to the EU,

in EVA plastic and then sandwiched between

electronic products including solar panels have

panes of glass. While the use of silicon means

been banned from landfills since 2014, and they

that a lot of carbon is offset from our energy

have a much longer history of recycling PV

cycle, the mining, processing and transportation

arrays. If processed properly, around 85% of the

of these components all detract from the posi-

solar grade silicon can be recovered, 100% of the

tive impact. Advancements in PV technologies

metal reused, and 95% of other semi-conductor

however give solar arrays higher efficiencies and

materials reclaimed.

lifetimes, leaving the onus on future recycling
treatments to offset the high original energy
costs. No current plans have been announced
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Driving around the Lethbridge area, many wind
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COP26 CLIMATE CHANGE CONFERENCE:
WHAT DOES THE GLASGOW CLIMATE
PACT DO IN THE BATTLE AGAINST
CLIMATE CHANGE?
By REBECCA MARTIN

T

Paris Agreement, and any increase above could

November 13th, 2021. It was the first Conference

The United Nations (UN) and COP26 presented

of Parties (“COP”) since the signing of the Par-

four objectives countries can follow:

is Agreement in 2015 that demanded attending

1. Countries will have to phase out coal at an

he United Nations Climate Change

lead to serious changes in climate, wildlife, and

Conference (COP26) took place in

ecosystems. To arrive at the target, counties will

Glasgow between October 31st and

have to cut their emissions by half before 2050.

countries revaluate and make substantive changes

accelerated rate,

to combat climate change. The term “COP” is a

2. Reduce deforestation,

catch-all term representing a governing or deci-

3. Encourage investment in renewable energies,

sion-making body that presides over international 4. Quicken the transition to electric vehicles.
conventions or treaties. COP26 was expected to

The second goal of the conference was to “adapt

renew and enhance the international commit-

to protect communities and natural habitats.” This

ment towards fighting and mitigating climate

goal acknowledges that the climate has, and is

change.

already, changing and hopes to restore and defend

GOALS

against further climate change; this can come

COP26 had four main goals it wanted

from restoring ecosystems that have already been

to achieve and included in the climate pact as

destroyed or building defences, warning systems,

outlined by the United Nations Climate Change

and infrastructure that is resilient to climate

Conference (COP26, 2021a). The first was to “se-

change.

cure global net-zero by mid-century and keep 1.5
degrees within reach.” 1.5°C is the threshold for
the global increase in temperature laid out in the
24 DECEMBER 2021

The third goal was to mobilize finances. The UN

international commitment and cooperation are

and COP26 call on developed countries to raise

required.

their promised $100 billion in “climate finances” to
help developing countries combat climate change.

OUTCOMES AND AGREEMENTS

Additionally, the goal outlines the need for financial and broad support from both the public and

Although not legally binding, Glasgow Cli-

private sectors. Companies are also being called to

mate Pact will set out the framework and agenda

be more transparent regarding potential environ-

for countries to follow regarding climate change.

mental risks in new developments. In addition to

There were four main achievements of the confer-

companies, central banks and other financial insti-

ence. (COP26, 2021b). The first is mitigation. One

tutions are being asked to perform climate “stress-

hundred fifty-three countries have updated their

tests” to ensure that current financial systems and

emissions targets, accounting for about 80% of the

investments can withstand future climate issues.

world’s greenhouse gas emissions. The UN projects
greenhouse gas emissions will be about 5 billion

The fourth goal of the conference was

tonnes lower by 2030. This will be done through

global cooperation and “working together to

“phasing down” coal power, stopping and revers-

deliver.” The final goal allows for the other three

ing the effects of deforestation, speeding up the

to be possible and effective. Unlike other treaties

switch to electric vehicles, and reducing methane

or pacts facilitated by the UN, COP26 requires

emissions. Of the countries in attendance, 65 have

unanimous consent from all 197 countries in

committed to phasing out coal power. Addition-

attendance, meaning there will have to be compro-

ally, all participating countries agreed to meet in

mises and concessions for the deal to go through.

2022 to update further and strengthen emission

This is often criticized as being unproductive and

targets. In the pact, 137 countries promised to end

not beneficial as a country (or groups of countries)

deforestation by 2030, accounting for about 91% of

can place conditions on their participation. It is a

all forests on earth.

double-edged sword, as for real change to happen,
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The second set of achievements came in the form of

and funding for international fossil fuel extraction

“adaptation, loss, and damage.” Eighty countries are

projects, freeing up an estimated $24 billion a year

now a part of either the Adaptation Communica-

that can be further invested in clean and renewable

tions or National Adaptation Plans, which set out to

energy projects. Other commitments outside COP26

offset the cost of future infrastructural requirements

have been made, with the G20 countries also agree-

needed to adapt to changing climates. Additionally, a

ing on the $100 billion a year commitment. Addi-

coalition of 40 countries has set out to research and

tionally, the International Monetary Fund has also

develop solutions to handle the impacts of climate

committed $650 billion in Special Drawing Rights to

change. Almost a billion dollars has been committed

increase fiscal space, or room in a government’s bud-

from a variety of developed countries to be put to-

get, to account for climate change initiatives. Out-

wards funding the cost of future “adaptations, losses

side of governments, a private sector commitment

and damages,” with over $350 million being commit-

must be made to not “greenwash” activities made by

ted to the United Nations Framework Convention

companies. There is also a call for transparency and

on Climate Change Adaptation Fund and over $600

disclosure standards, with 36 countries requiring

million being pledged to the Least Developed Coun-

companies to provide investors with accurate and

tries Fund.

up-to-date information about possible climate risks
that their project could cause. This is done with the

The third set of achievements falls under finances,

hopes of investors choosing more environmentally

with the UK (the host of the conference) setting up

friendly projects over ones detrimental to the envi-

a fund with the commitment from developed coun-

ronment. The fourth achievement outlined is collab-

tries to raise $100 billion a year to offset the costs of

oration. Forty countries endorsed the Breakthrough

climate change. With increased commitment from

Agenda, a commitment to make environmentally

the largest economies, the UN foresees the possibility

clean and sustainable solutions the most affordable,

of $500 billion being mobilized between 2021-2025.

accessible, and attractive options in high emitting

In addition to 35 countries, five public banks and fi-

sectors.

nancial institutions have pledged to end new support
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This agenda is the most prevalent in the electricity/

into decisions by larger nations. Large concessions

power, transportation, and steel industries. Other

must also be made to get the agreement signed. This

commitments have been made in the agriculture,

was seen in COP26 and the insistence from China

transportation, trade, automotive, and forestry sec-

and India to use the words “phasing down” instead of

tors.

“phasing out” when it came to coal-powered electric-

CRITICISM

ity.
COP26 was also sighted as being the most

Any time governments meet to discuss the

“most exclusionary climate summit ever,” despite the

future there is always a sense of skepticism; this

attempts from the UK government to make it the

is especially prevalent when it comes to meetings

most inclusive. It was estimated that only one-third

centred around the environment and climate change.

of the usual number of participants representing the

At a rally protesting COP26, climate activist Greta

Global South were present, and many civil society

Thunberg said, “the COP has turned into a PR event,

groups were locked out of negotiating rooms (Mere-

where leaders are giving beautiful speeches and an-

dith, 2021b). COP26 was also cited as inaccessible to

nouncing fancy commitments and targets, while be-

people with disabilities, with a lack of sign language

hind the curtains governments of the Global North

interpretation and wheelchair access.

countries are still refusing to take any drastic climate
action.” The United Nations Climate Change Conference and COP are often criticized for lacking commitment and accountability. Since these pacts and
agreements are not bound by law, they can be used
and followed at the discretion of the countries taking
part. Additionally, since these pacts must be made
through unanimous consent, it is not uncommon
for smaller nations to complain about being bullied
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satanic panic:

A Completely diffrent kind of pandemic
By SORCHA DEHEER

S

tions of the music and its intent:

panning the year between 1989 and
1990, three teen suicide deaths sparked
public outrage, unlike anything the City

“There can be no misconstruing the
intent of the groups such as Megadeth, Venom,

of Lethbridge had ever seen. Now remembered

Slayer or Sacrifice. To see the significance of

by few and talked about by even less, the deaths

others, however, one must delve into the name:

were thought to be connected to Satanic cult

S.O.D. are The Stormtroopers of Death; AC/

activity. These beliefs were ascertained after ‘sa-

DC stands for Anti Christ/Devil’s Child, and the

tanic paraphernalia’ was allegedly found by the

members of KISS are Knights in Satan’s Service”

uncle of one of the deceased. The items includ-

(The Interim).

ed posters, a plastic devil head, a noose, and a
model skeleton. The three wore black clothes,

The tragedy in Lethbridge made national

black hair and “satanic jewelry.” News articles

headlines for a short period, which was quite the

identified that they sometimes played with Ouija

feat for a city of 60,000 people in southern Al-

boards and loved Dungeons and Dragons. The

berta. Public meetings were held in churches, so-

boys were also described as having listened to

called experts were brought in, and a march to

heavy metal music such as Metallica, AC/DC,

the police station was carried out by angry par-

Black Sabbath, Judas Priest and The Cult. An

ents. Many wanted the deaths to be investigated

Interim news article from 1991 described these

as murders after cult suspicions were raised, but

same bands as “the music of darkness.” Parents,

police investigators never heeded their calls.

religious leaders, academics, and law enforcement began to come up with fictional interpreta-
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One teen famously told officials that the problem

tutionalization by finding alternatives to psychiatric

would “get worse before it got better.” A handful of

institutions, but this was not paralleled by adequate

teens were sent to psychiatric hospitals after their

social or public support.

names were found on a suicide list. Parents feared
that the problem would spread, however, a psychologist with Alberta Mental Health narrowed the core
list to 12 total individuals. In the coming year, two
more teen suicides occurred but were eventually believed to have nothing to do with the three boys. Not
all voices in the crowd were fanatical. Articles related
the suicides to a mental health epidemic among teens
rather than a spiritual one.

Reports from the time sound like a B-rate
movie, but the events themselves were often serious and dangerous issues. The rise of heavy metal
bands in North American middle-class, white homes
sparked an international debate. Similarly, DND and
many children’s cartoons were seen as anti-Christian
because they depicted magic. Stories about witches
also abounded on television, including The Craft, Sabrina the Teenage Witch, and Charmed. The deaths
came as part of a wider epidemic of satanic cult-related activity in the 1980s and 1990s, but the under-

The widespread worry over Satanic worship
and cult activities at this time earned the colloquial
name of “Satanic Panic,” which was stoked by the
media. It raised fearful suspicions about anyone taking part in alternative fashion and lifestyles, most notable goths. This kind of outrage and fear can still be
seen whenever artists push social boundaries. NWA
and Eminem gained this kind of attention in the 90s,
but more recently, Lil Nas X has been accused of
seducing teenagers into worshiping Satan. Memorably, Eminem addressed this phenomenon in his 2002
song “Sing for the Moment.” The song touches on the
rise in average, white American teenagers taking rap
and metal songs too seriously; relating themselves to
experiences and hardships they didn’t know anything
about. Some teenagers likely took songs by Judas
Priest or Iron Maiden a little too seriously. They
would have found cult activity an attractive answer
to severe depression and other mental health problems that weren’t being adequately addressed.

lying issue is likely more sinister. Mental health was
often ignored or whispered in hushed, embarrassed
tones. After 1960 Canada began a process of deinsti-
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Documentaries and tv shows focussed on ridding satanism from society through fearmongering abound-

On the other end of the spectrum, Christian funda-

ed. Some of these included Hells Bells, a 1989 docu-

mentalism was rising as well. Preachers such as Jerry

mentary that advocated for the dangers of rock and

Falwell established mega-churches and televange-

roll. Though continually debunked throughout the

lism. They preached a fire and brimstone doomsday

90s, memoirs started to spring up telling wild tales

perspective that aired nationwide in America. They

of satanic ritual abuse at the hands of secret cults.

raised Red Scare-like fears, but instead of commu-

These memoirs, most notably Michelle Remembers,

nists hiding in plain sight, it was the Satanists. But

spurred on a wider fear of satanic sexual abuse in

what made the three decades between 1970 and

daycares. The book, written by Canadian psychiatrist

2000 so rife with fundamentalism either Christian or

Lawrence Pazder didn’t just scare gullible readers.

Satanic? Some theories point to the fear surrounding

Daycares were shut down and their owners were

Y2K (the year 2000). Others point to massive cultur-

sometimes imprisoned for decades under the false

al and social shifts. Popular media was changing, the

suspicion that they exposed children under their

music got heavier and darker, television was more

care to satanism. The memoir was taken as fact, and

widely available, and information could spread rath-

its writer was believed to be an expert in all things

er quickly. Like any mass hysteria, there has to be an

cult-related. The most well-known of these cases was

end. By the late 90s, Satanic Panic has mostly fallen

that of Texas couple Fran and Dan Keller, who were

out of fashion. The social constructivist perspective

only released in 2017. The accusations harkened back

argues that changes in legal frameworks, a decrease

to those espoused in early-modern England (approx-

in Christian fundamentalism, and the maturing of

imately 1500-1800 AD) during the witch trials. Chil-

scholarly fields such as psychiatry and psychology

dren were stolen and cannibalized, followers bathed

ultimately led to the decline.

in the blood of innocents, and people were being
recruited to participate in secret, sex-filled sabbats.
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Social constructivism is a theory used largely in

•

The development and popularity of repressed

sociology that argues that people develop knowledge

memory techniques led to the development of

and assumptions based on social factors and per-

false memories and accusations (usually related

ceived reality. The things that we generally take for

to childhood sexual abuse).

granted in society, such as race, gender, money, etc.,

•

Mass media availability.

are socially constructed and, therefore, not neces-

•

Popularity among developing professions such

sarily a reflection of reality. For example, the idea

as social work, law enforcement, and psychology.

that pink is for girls and blue is for boys is a social

•

The spread of fear by Christian missionaries.

construct based solely on the fact that we all agree

•

Panic over the moral health of young people,

that it's true. The widespread fears of satanic cults

who have begun to move away from traditional

have been contributed to the following intersecting

Christian values.

factors, according to social constructionist theory:

•

•

The establishment of the Church of Satan, an an-

Interest in alternative faiths, be they related to sa-

ti-religious religious group that was immediately

tanism or not, had increased during this time due in

and widely misunderstood.

part to the period having the largest percentage of

The rise in Christian ideologies understood Satan

young people available. As birth rates dropped, so

as a very real entity on earth, rather than a meta-

did the number of people interested. Today, North

phorical one.

American people are far more interested in the dan-

The growth of a child-saver mentality that be-

gers associated with terrorism (as a result of 9/11)

came more aware of child abuse and sexual

and government control (Covid-19). Both events

abuse.

caused a wave of unsubstantiated and overzealous

Social welfare programs were developing

fear that has sparked hate crimes, court cases, and

throughout this period, as they had done

more. Satanic Panic now seems like just one form of

throughout the 20th century. Sexual abuse

the same fear that constantly gripped western society.

•

•

•

An already existing fear of non-satanic cults.

towards children was starting to become widely
acknowledged.
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BEHIND THE STAGE:
THE ART OF JAPANESE KABUKI
THEATRE
B y H A N S L AT E R

INTRODUCTION
AND DISCLAIMER

T

his article will discuss the historical origins of the art of kabuki and why it is pivotal in the entertainment industry of Ja-

pan. The art of kabuki in Japan is a tradition rooted
in the Edo period (1603-1868). Kabuki is a stylized
form of art/theatre where actors dress in elaborate
costume and makeup, and perform on a stage with
music. This art form has been regarded by Western
countries as being the central idea of Japanese culture, it was under fire from the patriarchy of Japan
arguably from its creation. Kabuki is something that
is still practiced today in Japan as well, even though
there was a form of censorship that attempted to
eradicate traditions of the past into non-isolationist
Japan. Before I get into the attempt of eradicating a
traditional art form and its patriarchal constraints,
let me discuss the creation of this form of religious
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dancing. As always I will include a disclaimer here
for language that could be triggering for some audiences and my intent is not to be malicious but to use
the language accurately for the time period I will be
discussing. Words such as “women-haters,” “rape,”
and “suicide,” will be used.

ONNA-KABUKI AND THE
WAKASHŪ
Allow me to define some terms before I
jump into the discussion of the historical origins of
Kabuki. Onna-kabuki refers to an all-female cast of
actresses that would act out even male roles in plays,
songs, and dances in male or female dress. Wakashū
are the all young male cast of actors that would
come to replace Onna-kabuki eventually, who would
perform similar roles of the all-female cast. A Shinto
shrine maiden from 1603 by the name of Okuni had
gathered a small group of women to perform the
nembutsu odori (a Buddhist folk dance) across the

This would flourish into a celebration of Buddhist
and Shinto tradition combining into one, but it
would also have its ramifications. By 1629 there was
a reform of the traditional performance because of
the outcry against the immorality behind the scenes
of kabuki. The shōgun, Tokugawa Iemitsu (16041651), forbade women from performing and the
actresses were replaced with young male performers,
known as wakashū. It was not long however, before
the wakashū came under scrutiny as well and another prohibition was enacted in 1652, and older men,
known as onnagata, became the new performers
(Jackson, 1989). The reasoning behind these issues
for the young men and women was because of the
prostitution industry that became heavily associated
with the performing arts. Courtseans and prostitutes
became segragated from society into sanctioned
areas, usually refered to as pleasure quarters. Specifically, in the case of Edo Japan, a quarter of the urban
area became a pleasure quarter known as Yoshiwara.
This area still exists today and can be visited and is
known more commonly as the “red-light district.”
These are kabuki’s origins and some of the issues that
faced the performing arts in the past.

PROSTITUTION
Despite religious intent and entertainment
persuits much of the performing arts became associated with prostitution. The eradication of women was
an attempt to force prostitution out of theatre, but
with the prominent acceptance of male homosexuality, young men also became a victim of prostitution
often. Ihara Saikaku’s stories of homoeroticism at the
time in The Great Mirror of Male Love contains multiple stories of men engaging in relationships with
wakashū (Schalow, 1990). Of course this literature
does not prove the existence of young men being
prostitutes but Ihara Saikaku was writing about the
societal reflections he witnessed in Edo Japan. Yoshiwara being the prime example and literary influence
of the rampant prostitution of women and young
men. However, there is another argument presented
by Amy Stanley regarding the practice of prostitution, or as she phrases it, body-selling (mirui). The
sex industry did not begin with the formation of kabuki but became associated with the performing arts
as mentioned before. Amy Stanley presents evidence
that body-selling was not frowned upon in Edo
Japan because of the filial aspects associated behind
the intent of indenturing these women to brothels or
pleasure quarters (Stanley, 2012).
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Filial piety is a concept that addresses children
having respect for their parents, and their parents
to their parents. It is solely focussed around the

MEIJI REFORM
After the onnagata took over kabuki, there

home and the family is the core of everyone’s life.

was no other reform for the entertainment field until

Body-selling was seen as a way to provide for the

the Meiji era deconstructed the Tokugawa regime.

family as many women were indentured in their

The first half of the Meiji era saw a radical change to

youth and the advanced payments would be made

traditional cultural events in the hopes of adopting

to the family and not the women (Stanley, 2012). At

more Western ideals to be appealing to their Western

the time there was not an argument against enslaving

audiences. The world, specifically Europe and Amer-

these women as it was for the good of the family, but

ica, were watching and waiting to see what Japan

it is evident that this was a way of oppressing women

would do moving out of their isolationist period.

through indentured servitude. However, the question

Of course, I will be focusing on the entertainment

becomes why was there an outcry against the asso-

industry, specifically theatre. The drive for theatre

ciation of the sex industry with the entertainment

reform arose from the understanding that the place

industry? I do not have a definitive answer for this as

of theatre held in Europe, theatre being an elitist ex-

there are multiple reasons. There was a belief that ka-

perience. Japan wanted to emulate something similar

buki was becoming too rich with splendor and lux-

and began to adopt more realistic forms of theatre

ury and therefore was corrupting the chōnin (com-

known as katsureki-geki, realistic theatre or histor-

mon-people). However, kabuki was still valued for

ical theatre (Tschudin, 1999). The whimsical and

the commerce it promoted and came to be viewed as

over-stylized nature of kabuki was being replaced

an akubasho (evil place), and therefore a necessary

with historical or realistic applications; Tokugawa ka-

evil despite its decadence. Especially because of the

buki forbade the use of real names or real historical

onna and the wakashū, patrons would request after

items in their theatre, but in Meiji Japan, there was a

hour services and if they were not available, violent

desire to emulate more Western standards of society

fights and arguments would break out in the streets

(Tschudin, 1999). So what became of the onnagata?

over it (Jackson, 1989). Therefore, the onnagata

Men still performed in the new form of theatre that

became the compromise for the necessary evil that

overshadowed the traditional kabuki style. The pros-

became kabuki.

titution associated with the entertainment industry
fell into the background with the government sanctioning and controlling the salary, production, and
literary performances (Tschudin, 1999).
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Ultimately, a shift from kabuki theatre depicting
and reflecting the harsh realities of the life of the
chōnin came to reflect historical events of Japanese
history for educational purposes instead. The 1872

KABUKI TODAY
Of course, not everything about kabuki has

Kabuki Edicts represent this shift in an editorial

been eradicated today. UNESCO labelled kabuki as

from a newspaper that discusses the kabuki man-

one of the Masterpieces of the Oral and Intangible

agers from the Saruwaka-machi sanza district who

Heritage of Humanity in 2005. Onnagata still per-

were informed by governmental officials to refrain

form both male and female roles on stage, and some-

from showing lewdness or violence and must be

times the actors participate in television or movies

educational instead (Payne, 2007). Prostitution, rape,

in Japan. This is important to note because women

murder, suicides, and incest were the more com-

are still not able to perform in kabuki specifically.

mon themes of kabuki theatre that were reflective of

Despite it being the 21st century, women cannot

Japanese society, especially in the Bunka-Bunsei era

perform, and the onnagata still perform both male

(1800s-1830s), where society was struggling and fell

and female roles. The law foreboding women from

on hard economic times (Payne, 2007). Hence the

performing was relaxed in 1888, yet women have not

gravitational push for more historical performances

taken to the stage. Perhaps the law could be eradicat-

so that it may educate the public and other audienc-

ed, and women could participate again, but this does

es about the history of Japan chronologically, rather

not seem to be a point of contention. In fact, despite

than the whimsical nature that was kabuki. Although

its all-female origins, it has become widely accepted

kabuki is revered globally as the pinnacle of Japanese

as a man’s practice of theatre and an agreed-upon

history's storytelling, it is rooted in some historically

idea that the female characters are representations of

mortifying topics and oppressive ideals.

men’s perceptions of women (Griffith, 2018).
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Perhaps this idea has come from 400 hundred plus
years of men controlling the stage of kabuki and
much of societal ideals. This is not meant to diminish
or downplay the hard work these men take to excel
in their acting careers; instead, this is to draw attention to the oppressive nature of the patriarch and the
puzzling grievance of involving women in kabuki
again. Perhaps later down the road, women will be
able to return to the stage of kabuki, but for now, it
remains a male-dominated industry. Considering
the educational turnabout for kabuki, it should teach
of its feminine origins and uncensor the topics that
were originally banned from earlier eras. Of course,
not right away, but through gradual petition and
wish for reform, women might be able to return to
the stage.
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STUDENTS UNION
BY-ELECTION: RESULTS
By REBECCA MARTIN

T

he University of Lethbridge Students Union held an online by-election to fill the position of Vice President of Student Affairs on November 22nd-25th, 2021. Voting was extended to November 25th to

accommodate for a technical issue where some students did not receive a ballot.
Results were announced on November 25th and management student Mitch

Nixon won with a total of 281 votes or 46.37%. Ethan Pullan finished second with
244 (40.26%) votes. A total of 606 votes were cast.
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New Year’s Resolutions:
Making Goals Sustainable
By KIANNA TURNER

P

one by one. We all have habits that serve us and

eople are more likely to decide to make

some that hinder us from being the best possi-

critical transitions in their lives during

ble versions of ourselves. Recognizing our own

significant dates, also known as temporal conscious and unconscious patterns is a beneficial

landmarks. Temporal landmarks include holidays,

first step to take and acknowledge.

new school semesters, and personal milestones
such as birthdays, anniversaries, and so on. Due

By no means is this an exhaustive explanation of

to the cyclical nature of people, January sparks

the mechanisms behind human behaviour, nor

the start of resolutions in full swing, only to crash

does it provide any magical secrets that help you

by February; this is evident in gyms being packed

change overnight. While everyone will differ in

the first week of the new year, only to have empty

what works best for them, the following tips are

parking lots five weeks later. Maybe this social

often some missing pieces for sustainable lifestyle

phenomenon is something you have observed,

changes. People typically take the path of minimal

and perhaps you are guilty of it yourself.

difficulty, so you will need the habit to be achievable and rewarding if you want to adhere to your

There are many reasons why New Year's

new behavioural changes. Implementing these

resolutions, and goals in general, fail quickly.

little systems into your habit formation will create

Achieving goals requires motivation, specificity,

sustainable goals.

consistency, and patience to reap benefits. You
will need to engage in permanent behaviour/
lifestyle changes to reach a goal. To change your
behaviour, you will need to change your habitsJANUARY 2022 39

•

START SMALL AND BE SPECIFIC ABOUT

HABIT STACKING TAPS INTO THE HABIT

YOUR GOALS:

LOOP:

You want the goals easy and clear enough to ob-

1. Cue: the trigger that sets off the habitual be-

tain so you don't lose motivation and can main-

haviour. These are diverse but can include your

tain focus on what you are reaching towards.

emotional state, environment (location, people

Once you achieve a smaller goal, you can make a

around you, the time, aromas, sounds, visuals)

new goal and adjust the difficulty upwards.

etc.
2. Routine: habitual behaviours that result in

TEMPTATION BUNDLING:

response to the cue (i.e. scrolling social media,
online shopping, grabbing a cup of coffee, etc.)

•

Temptation bunding is coupling your "want"

3. Reward: the reward reinforces what the routine

activities (i.e. television shows, social media,

behaviour does for you. It could alleviate feelings

tasty snacks, etc.) while performing a "should"

of stress or anxiety, temporarily rid you of bore-

activity (i.e. laundry, treadmill, cleaning, etc.).

dom, etc.

This makes the new habit seem appealing instead
of dreading it. Temptation bundling will use the

MAKE THE ENVIRONMENT CONDUCIVE TO
YOUR SUCCESS:

brain's reward system to make the seemingly
mundane tasks more gratifying.
•

HABIT STACKING:

Make it easy to maintain by having the supplies
you need to complete your new task close by and
easily visible. Examples: have a healthy breakfast

•

Habit stacking involves attaching a new practice

prepped the night before and visible in the fridge,

to an already existing routine, helping to anchor

keep your gym bag by the front door, attend the

it into existing behaviours, making it easier to

fitness centre that is the closest to you, pack a

stick to. Examples of habit stacking include:

book in your bag to carry with you, etc.

stretching while waiting for your coffee to brew,
drinking a glass of water in the morning while
making breakfast, etc.
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•

Remove potential triggers from your environ-

tion. While it may seem tempting to want to change

ment that will tempt you to revert to the previous

everything all in one night and be a completely dif-

habits that you are trying to eliminate.

ferent person tomorrow, that isn't likely to happen.
However, over time small habits compound and lead

The truth of the matter is that results don't show up

to impactful progress in your life.

immediately or even within a month for most cases.
You have to have patience and consistency to reap
the benefits of any new habit formation or elimina-
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COZY recipes

T

By KIANNA TURNER

hese recipes are winter staples in my family, guaranteed to make you feel cozy! My mom’s gingersnap cookies are a major hit during the holiday season, and people can’t seem to get enough of them.

Friends and family from all over the province request these in bulk every December from her.

GINGERSNAP COOKIES
Ingredients:
¾ cup of margarine
1 cup of brown sugar
¼ cup of molasses
1 egg
Cream these ingredients
together.
In a separate bowl sift
together:
2 cups of flour
2 tsp of baking soda
1 tsp of cinnamon ½ tsp of salt
1 tsp of Ginger
1/2 tsp of cloves
Mix the dry ingredients with the creamed mixture until a soft dough forms.

Put about ½ a cup of sugar in a separate bowl. Use a small scoop or a teaspoon to make small balls with the
dough. Roll the balls in the sugar and space them out on a baking sheet lined with parchment paper.

Bake at 325 degrees for approximately 8 to 10 minutes. Use the lesser time if you want a chewier cookie (my
recommendation), or use the longer time if you want a cookie that snaps. For a soft/chewy cookie, make sure
only to cook them for eight minutes. If they look underdone, don’t worry; still pull them out of the oven and
allow them to cool. They will continue to cook through when they are taken out of the oven, but this ensures
that you don't overcook them.
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Chicken Soup
Ingredients:
2 tablespoons butter
1 onion, diced
2 carrots, peeled and diced
2 celery ribs, diced
1 garlic clove, minced
8 cups chicken stock
2 packets chicken bouillon
2 bay leaves
Sea salt, to taste
Black pepper, to taste
2 ½ pounds (bone-in) skinless
chicken breasts
2 ½ cups wide egg noodles
½ teaspoon rosemary
½ teaspoon thyme
1 teaspoon parsley leaves

Directions:
1. Melt butter in a large stockpot or Dutch oven over medium heat.
2. Add onion, carrots and celery.
3. Cook, occasionally stirring, until tender, about 3-4 minutes.
4. Stir in garlic until fragrant, about 1 minute.
5. Whisk in chicken stock, bouillon and bay leaves; season with salt and pepper to taste. Add
thyme and rosemary.
6. Add chicken and bring to a boil; reduce heat and simmer, covered, until the chicken is cooked
through, about 30-40 minutes.
7. Remove chicken and let cool before dicing into bite-size pieces, discarding bones.
8. Stir in chicken and pasta and cook until tender, about 6-7 minutes.
9. Remove from heat; stir in parsley, season with additional salt and pepper, to taste if needed.
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